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Professional
Bodyshop 

Painting  
Equipment

MADE IN 
SPAIN



Xtreme Finishes

Faster, stronger
and more efficient

Digital
version

Standard 
version

High engineering to minimize the number of parts that 
make up the gun, to eliminate every non-metallic part 
from the product area. To make it STRONGER.

Sagola DVR suction technology  
to make it the FASTEST  
spray gun on the market.

The highest gloss in HS clearcoats.

No other spray gun on the market is is able to spray as much paint per minute. 

The combination of fluid nozzles and DVR aircaps is the result of years of experience and technological 
development. Application speed and covering power never seen before in the Refinish industry. 

Request information of the limited edition versions

Approved for use by leading paint 
brands. Visit www.sagola.com to 

download our guides

Standard
Code

Digital
Code Version Application

10142214 10142233 1.20 XL [DVR TITANIA PRO] Low viscosity Clearcoats. Express drying
10142202 10142222 1.30 [DVR TITANIA PRO] HS & UHS Clearcoats
10142207 10142227 1.30 XL [DVR TITANIA PRO] Single stage paints
10142216 10142235 1.20 XL [DVR CLEAR] Low viscosity Clearcoats. Express drying
10142204 10142224 1.30 [DVR CLEAR] HS & UHS Clearcoats
10142206 10142226 1.30 XL [DVR CLEAR] Single Stage Paints
10142201 10142221 1.20 [DVR AQUA] Waterborne basecoats
10142215 10142234 1.20 XL [DVR AQUA] Waterborne basecoatss
10142203 10142223 1.30 [DVR AQUA] Solvent based basecoats
10142220 10142269 1.20 XL [DVR HVLP] Water based basecoats
10142205 10142225 1.30 [DVR HVLP] Water and solvent based basecoats
10142209 10142238 1.30 XL [DVR HVLP] Water and solvent based basecoats, clearcoats and single stage

Code
56418020

The RC1 pressure regulator is the 
perfect ally for the Non-digital version. 
Hand tighten, no wrench needed. 
Perfect closing. No Teflon need in 
gun’s air inlet.

RC1 AIR FLOW REGULATOR WITH GAUGE



Finishes and Primers

Versatility

3300 GTO CAR version
Sagola EPA and HVLP high transfer system. High atomization level. 
Versatility brought to the maximum expression. Suitable for both colour 
and clearcoat and single stage products.

3300 GTO version
Wide variety of high transfer air caps. The perfect tool for your primer 
jobs.

Unreachable technologies for many...,  
incorporated in our mid-range of sprayguns.

From a basecoat, to a filler or gun putty.  

Wide variety of aircaps and fluid nozzles from 1.2 mm.  
up to 2.8 mm.

Finishes: 1.3 - 1.4 mm.

Primers: 1.6 - 1.8 mm.

Gun putties: 2.0 - 2.8 mm.

HVLP and EPA high transfer Aircaps made of duralumin.  
Forged aluminum body with ‘soft touch’ satin finish.  
No joints or plastic gaskets in the product area. One-piece  
self-adjusting packing gland. Ergonomic trigger made of stainless steel.

Code
40000335

It maintains the working pressure according 
to the parameters of Emissions regulations. 
(Green scale). 
Accurate pressure  
at the gun inlet.  
High quality  
pressure gauge.

RC2 AIR FLOW 
REGULATOR 
WITH GAUGE

ONLY
GTO CAR versions

are included

33003300
3300 GTO CAR 

version

3300 GTO 
version

Code Version Application
10141551 1.30 [GTO TECH] Low viscosity Clearcoats. Quick drying. Waterborne basecoat
10141552 1.40 [GTO TECH] UHS Clearcoats, Single stage and Solvent Basecoats
10141554 1.30 [GTO HVLP] Waterborne Basecoats
10141555 1.40 [GTO HVLP] Solvent Basecoats

Code Version Application
10141563 1.60 [GTO EPA] Smooth and uniform finish. Sanding Primers. Saving times and 

consumables in the sanding process10141564 1.80 [GTO EPA]
10141556 1.60 [GTO HVLP] Large fan size. Sanding Primers. Low air cap pressure to paint 

closer to the part and increase the transfer rate10141557 1.80 [GTO HVLP]
10141559 1.30 [GTO EVO] Large fan size. Primers Wet on Wet. Maximum atomization quality 

to achieve a flat finish.10141560 1.40 [GTO EVO]

10141572 2.20 [GTO 64S] Maximum product output flow and atomization power for the appli-
cation of putties on large surfaces. Smooth and uniform finish. 
Saving time and consumables in the sanding process10141574 2.80 [GTO 62S]

To obtain information about our complete range of products, visit our website www.sagola.com



Spot Repair. High precision

The little beast

The importance
of small details

Accessories for sprayguns
475 XTech

Spot Repair

All of our Xtreme identity in 365 grams:  
metal-to-metal technology, aircaps made  
of duralumin, forged and anodized body...

Ideal for parts painting

The best tool for quick everyday repairs. Adjusted fan size to save product 
on painting small parts. Air consumption of 190 L/min. Suitable to work 
with 2 HP compressors.

The Sagola 475 XTech, designed for 
precision solutions in the small details 
and retouching of bodyshop parts.

Code Version Application
10111801 0.80 [MINI AQUA] Smart repair. Solvent and waterborne basecoat
10111802 1.00 [MINI AQUA] Smart repair. Solvent and waterborne basecoat
10111803 1.20 [MINI AQUA] Smart repair. Solvent and waterborne basecoat.  UV Primer
10111809 1.00 [MINI HVLP] Smart repair. Primers
10111810 1.20 [MINI HVLP] Spot repair. Primers
10111804 1.30 [MINI HVLP] Smart repair. Primers (500 ml. capacity gravity cup)
10111808 1.20 [MINI EPA] Spot repair. Solvent and waterborne basecoats (500 ml.)

Code Version Application
20140801 0.50 [05] Retouches and feathering
20140802 0.80 [05] Retouches and feathering
20140803 1.00 [10] Clearcoats. Metallics
20140804 0.50 [R5] Tiny feathering. High definition

125 ml. capacity 
gravity cup for
UV products

1.20 MINI AQUA
Version

Code
40000086

Code
56418589

Complete cleaning set,  
including one brush for  
outside cleaning, and  
rods of different sizes for  
all the inner paths of the  
spray gun. Supplied in a  
practical show case.

Natural grease, specially made  
for spray guns and painting  
equipments moving parts  
lubrication. High consistency,  
even under extreme temperatures. 
Long lasting, it doesn’t lose  
properties over the time.

CLEANING 
KIT

LUBRICANT 
GREASE



Primers and Fillers

High transfer
in fillers and primers

Toughness and
versatility

Economic, ergonomic

The Sagola Classic Pro XD Primer 
Gun incorporates EPA and HVLP 
high transfer aircaps. “Metal to metal” 
technology. No joints or plastic gaskets 
in the product area. Nozzle and 
needle made of stainless steel.Matt 
chrome-plated injected aluminum body. 
Maximum ergonomics and comfort.

Conventional painting system. Variety 
of applications. Nozzles and needles 
in stainless steel. Matt chrome injected 
aluminum body. Maximum ergonomics 
and comfort

Spraygun with a robust body. Lightweight and 
ergonomic exclusive design by Sagola. Spraygun 
suitable for working with 1.5 HP power compressors. 
Very low air consumption.Incorporates air, product 
and fan flow regulators. 600 ml. cup capacity. Quick 
connector included.

Code Version Application
10141620 1.40 [21 EPA] Finishes
10141623 1.60 [21 EPA] Sanding fillers
10141625 1.80 [21 EPA] Sanding fillers
10141621 1.40 [HVLP] Finishes
10141624 1.60 [HVLP] Sanding fillers
10141626 1.80 [HVLP] Sanding fillers
10141627 2.00 [25] HS primers. High thickness
10141629 2.50 [36] Primers. High viscosity
10141630 2.80 [28] Spray gun fillers

Code Version Application
20141406 1.40 [40] Finishes
20141401 1.60 [40] Primers and Fillers
20141402 1.80 [40] Primers and Fillers
20141404 2.00 [41] Fillers. High thickness
20141403 2.50 [42] Putties

Code Version Application
20141904 1.40 Finishes
20141903 1.60 Finishes and Primers
20141902 1.80 Fillers and Primers

20141905
1.80

BLISTER
Fillers and Primers Includes

BSPP 1/4”
quick connector

474
Mini 
spray gun

Code Version Application
10151701 0.80 Fine feathering

10151702 1.00 Small areas and parts 
marking

Small-sized gravity 
spraygun special for 
retouches. Economic 
spraygun. Ideal for painting 
small areas and marking 
parts. Incorporates air, 
product and fan flow 
regulators. 120 ml. gravity 
cup capacity.

To obtain information about our complete range of products, visit our website www.sagola.com



Air filtering systems

Replacement
filter kit
Includes timer.

Replace filter 
every 6 months

Sintered bronze filter

Replace filter 
every 6 months

Coalescent filter

Replace filter 
every 3 months

Active charcoal filter

53005300X

52005200X

50505050X

51005100X

50005000X

Maximum filtration level

Two stages of filtering

Ideal for pre-filtering

Automatic drain

Perfect price/quality ratio

Three filtered stages. Sinterised bronze 
8 microns pre filtration is incorporated, 
followed by a 0.01 micron Coalescent 
filter and final filtration by a wide 
surface active charcoal filter.

This model eliminates, in addition to 
water and impurities, organic fumes 
and foul air.

Incorporates an 8 micron sinterised 
bronze filter followed by a final 0.01 
micron coalescent filter. Automatic 
drain system and assisted regulator 
wheel. It carries out double filtration 
with optimum flow and pressure  
regulation, retention of water and 
impurities achieving an air purity of 
99%.

Purifier Filter with automatic drain 
system. Ideal for pre-filtering in 
industrial air lines. Incorporates 8 
micron sinterised bronze filter.

Line pre-filter for: medium 
compressor output (1/2” air inlet), 
mains level changes, booth input,...

Air purifying filter with pressure 
regulator and pressure gauge. Its case 
is tougher and more protective. 5100X 
filter comes with a new draining system 
which reduces maintenance costs due 
to its greater durability. The filtering 
system retains water and impurities. 
Incorporates 8 micron sinterised filter. 

Ideal for solvent basecoat paint booths 
and preparation areas. The 5000X 
model features a semi-automatic drain 
system and dual air outlets. 

Filtering system that retains water, oil 
and other impurities. Incorporates a 20 
micron filter.

Code
10730305

Code
10730304

Code
10730301

Code
56418719

Code
56418071

Code
56418070

Code
10730202

Code
10730204



Replacement
filter kit
4220 & 4120 Plus filter

Coalescent filter Sintered bronze  
filter 20 µ

Air filtering systems

42204220

970970

430430 439439 437437

479479

41204120
Maximum air quality

Maximum precision

Mini air regulator High flow filter Lubricator

Great filtrating capacity

High filtering power

PLUS

PLUS

PLUS PLUS PLUS

PLUS

PLUS

Two stage air filter. Maximum 
filtering level. Recommended 
for last generation finishes. 
Waterborne paints, HS clearcoats 
and enamels, high gloss lacquers. 

1st Stage. Filtration  
of water, oil and particles  
+ 2nd Stage Submicron  
Filtering. 0.01 Microns.

The virtues of the regulator-filter 479+  
is now linked to a lubricating element,  
setting itself apart as specific workshop  
equipment. It supplies clean, lubricated  
air to all your your pneumatic tools.

Accurate control of the oil content by means of a  
“drop-by-drop” hand regulator, zero pressure loss  
thanks to the in-line design, maximum reliability  
and productivity in the most compact package.

Ensures the supply of clean air and properly  
lubricated to tools and pneumatic engines.

Small, robust, reliable and long 
lasting. Mechanized from a solid 
aluminium block. 

Quality pressure gauge up to 10 
bar. Double scale bar/psi. Quick 
release and short shift wheel.

Suitable for all type of 
installations, accessories 
included. Made of aluminium. 
High-durability. Check  
window for liquid waste.  
Semi-automatic drain system. 
Minimum pressure loss.

Ideal for the proper  
lubrication of pneumatic  
tools. Oil level check 
window.

The most compact solution for the small 
workshops, industry or priming and 
preparation areas.

Large air flow, maximum reliability regulating 
system, high quality pressure gauge, the 
best materials. Don’t underestimate your 
small painting works or reduce the life of 
your pneumatic tools by using poor quality 
regulators and no filtration capacity.

Great filtration capacity. Semi-automatic drain 
system, it has everything in a minimum space.

Effective solution for compressed 
air filtration in professional paint 
booths for: car refinish, wood, 
machinery, plastics and industry 
in general. 

Water, oil and particulate  
removal by 20 micron  
sintered bronze filter. Friction  
and centrifugation filtering.

Code
10750402

Code
10730502

Code
10710301
10710302
10710303

Code
10720401
10720402
10720403

Code
10740501
10740502
10740503

Code
10730401
10730402
10730403

Code
10750301
10750302
10750303

Code
56418722

Code
56418721

To obtain information about our complete range of products, visit our website www.sagola.com



Accessories

Anti-static Air hose

Drying guns for waterborne products

Underbody protection

Airbrushing

Sealer gun

Spraygun Washer

Anti-static air hose. ideal for painting 
in the booth. Light, flexible and 
manageable. Twist free. Ø 8 x 15 mm.

Includes venturi  
regulator to adapt  
drying technique to  
the coated surface,  
retouched area or  
entire part. Larger  
volume of air outlet  
for a quicker water  
evaporation. Can be fully  
dismantled to facilitate cleaning 
and proper maintenance (avoiding 
pollution).

Total regulation 
on product flow 
and quality of 
atomization and 
spray size. Air 
inflow regulator.

Compact, efficient 
and light. Trigger 
with discharge valve, 
which guarantees a 
great precision and 
control.

Compact washing machine of small size, 
ideal for workshops with little room. 100% 
Stainless Steel. Solvent washer.

Dual action professional  
airbrush and gravity feed 
paint system. 1.5 c.c. deposit.

Dual action 
professional  
airbrush and 
suction feed paint 
system. 22 c.c. 
deposit.
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Airbrushes for automotive, fine arts, 
bodypaint, tanning, illustration, make-up, 
model making, confectionery, temporary 
tattoo - tattoo, textiles, nail decoration...

Gun for the 
application of 
standardized 
acoustic insulation 
1 L. cartridges. 
To be screwed 
directly to the 
cartridge.

Very light drying  
gun that facilitates 
work in the  
workshop.

Thanks to the  
Venturi system,  
reduces drying time.

Code Code Code Length
56414024 - - 6 m.
56414025 56414047 56414049 11 m.
56414027 56414048 56414050 16 m.
56414026 - - 26 m.

US-Mil Euro-Profile

Super Flow

518 PRO3900 PLUS

S 25
XTech 200

Antigravel gun

XTech range

Classic
venturi

416

Code
10340401

Code
10330301

Code
10330201

Code
40000521

Code Version
17410601 0.2
17410602 0.3

Code Version
17410901 0.3
17410902 0.5

Code
40000297

Code
20330401


